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RELATIONS AMONG CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES
OF «MANIFOLDS IMBEDDED IN Rn+k

STAVROS PAPASTAVRIDIS

Abstract. Let /„ Q H*(BO; Zj) be the (graded) set of those normal characteristic

classes which are zero on all compact, closed C°° manifolds. Let 1^ Q

H*(BO; Z2) be the set of those characteristic classes which are zero on all

n-manifolds which imbed in Rn+k. Let A: be the (graded) ideal in H*(BO; Zjj

generated by the Stiefel-Whitney classes wk, wk+i, wk+2, wk+3, .... We will prove

the following result: If 1 < i < min{(2fc - 2), (n + k - l)/2}, then Ijj, - /„' +

K'. Also, we will prove an analogous result for manifolds with an extra structure.

Introduction. Let fT: A"r -» BOr be a sequence of fibrations, with maps gr:

Xr -> Xr+ „ so that the usual diagram commutes. For such a situation R. Lashof

(see [2]) defines the concepts of A'-structure of a manifold, Ar-characteristic class,

A'-cobordism and proves a Thorn type theorem for cobordism classes of manifolds

with an A'-structure. From now on an "X-manifold" will be a closed compact C °°

manifold with an A'-structure on its stable normal bundle. We call "k — X-

manifold", an «-dimensional submanifold of R"+k with an A'-structure on the

normal bundle of the imbedding.

From now on p will be a fixed prime number and all cohomology groups will be

assumed with Zp coefficients. The set of mod-p (universal) A-characteristic classes

is defined as H*(X) = proj lim H*(Xr). Let yr be the pull-back over Xr of the

universal r-dimensional vector bundle. We assume that the bundle yr is Zp-orienta-

ble for all r. Further we assume that, whenever TV is very big in comparison with r,

then the obvious map H*(XN) -» H*(Xr) is onto in all dimensions and it is an

isomorphism up to dimension r. Let ek E Hk(X) be the unique element which goes

to the Euler class (mod-p of course) of yk by the obvious map lk: Hk(X)^>

Hk(Xk). (Of course the Euler class depends upon the selected Zp-orientation of yk.

But our result is independent of this choice.) From now on, N will be a natural

number which is taken very big compared to all other parameters and we put

X = XN through the range being considered.

Definition 1. Let /„ E H*(X) be the set (graded) of those A'-characteristic

classes which go to zero by the normal map of all «-dimensional A'-manifolds. (By

"normal map" of an A'-manifold M, we mean a lifting M -» A^ of the Gauss map

M -> BON, which is compatible with the A'-structure of M.) Let Ink E H*(X) be

the set (graded) of those A'-characteristic classes which go to zero by the normal
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map of all «-dimensional k — A"-manifolds. (By "normal map of a k — X-

manifold" M, we mean the composition A/-» Xk^>XN, where the first map is

lifting of the Gauss map Af -> BOk compatible with the A'-structure of the normal

bundle of the imbedded manifold A7, and the second map is the obvious one.) The

reader should take into consideration that in the definition above we identified the

sets 77*(Ar) and H*iXN), which does no harm.

Finally, we assume that all spaces which appear in this paper are CW-complexes,

having a finite number of cells on each dimension.

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 2.7/1 < / < min{(2Â: - 2), (« + k - l)/2), then

7¿, = 7;-MkerLj'+[<>*]'.

i[ek] is the igraded) ideal in H*iX) generated by ek.)

The result stated in the abstract is the case Xr = BOr. Theorem 2 includes also

the cases Xr = BSOr, BU([r/2\), BSU([r/2]), B Spin, etc. For the cases Xr =

BOr, BSOr, BU([r/2]), In has been computed by Brown and Peterson (see [1], and

Brown-Peterson, Relations among characteristic classes. II, Ann. of Math. (2) 81

(1965), 356-363), so for those cases Vnk is completely known in the indicated range

of dimensions.

Computations and proofs. In this section we will prove Theorem 2. We will split

the proof in several preparatory lemmas, but first of all we need some terminology.

Obviously, we are losing nothing by assuming i < n, because the higher dimen-

sional characteristic classes vanish on all «-manifolds. Besides we can assume that

2 < k because for k = 1 our theorem has no consequence.

From now on N will be a positive integer which is very big in comparison with n

and k, so it does no harm to identify H'(XN) and H'(X) for / < N, and with this

understanding we call lk: H*(XN) -> H*(Xk) the obvious projection. With this

identification in mind, we have ek G Hk(XN). Further we can select Thom classes

UN G HN(TyN) and Uk G Hk(Tyk), so that Uk reduces to lk(ek), and UN goes to

"2N~k Uk under the obvious bundle map yk + e^-* -» y^ (eN~k is the trivial

(N — &)-dimensional bundle over Xk).

If G is any group, then its dual is defined by G* = Hom(C7, Zp). Let K be

Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Zp, n — i) (for i = n, then K = point). Further we

put A = Tyk A K, A' = Ty* A K+, B = TyN A K and B' = TyN A K+. (Note

that K+ = K u {point}.)

The first step, in order to prove Theorem 2, is to express in homotopy terms the

geometrically defined sets 7„ and Ink. Following Brown-Peterson [1], we define the

map g: Hl(Xn) -> ir^+n(B), as follows: Let a: SN+" -» B be a map. Then for

x G H'(XN) we define g(x) by the formula g(x)i[a]) = a*ixUN A c)(J5Ar+"D e

Zp, where c is the fundamental class of K. Let/,: ir^+niB) —* wjv+n(7i') be the dual

of the obvious map, let j2: ir£+niB)^>ir£+nÇ2N~kA) be the dual of the map

induced by the bundle map yk + eN~k -> y^, let 2: n£+n(2N~kA) -► ir*+kiA) be
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the dual of the suspension, and finally let/3: tr*+k(A) -* ir*+fc(v4') be the dual of the

obvious map.

Lemma 3.1'n = ker(/,g) and lj,k = ker(/3S/2g).

Proof. The first assertion is Lemma (2.2) of [1]; the second one is proved

analogously (see also [4]).

Next we will study the various maps which appear in Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. If i < (n + k - l)/2 then the map 2: irjÇ+(I(2*-*i4)-»<+*(><) is a

monomorphism. (Note that A depends upon i.)

Proof. The reason is that the suspension map irn+k(A) -» •nN+nÇZN~kA) is onto

in this range of dimensions (see [3, p. 458, Theorem 11]).

/       g
Lemma 5. Let A^> F -» C be an exact sequence of abelian groups, so that C is

finite and the elements of its p-component have order p. Then the dual sequence

C* -* B* -*A* is also exact.

Proof. Let t: B -> Zp be a map so that // = 0. We will prove that there exists a

map T: C ^>Zp so that Tg = t. Let Cp be the subgroup of C which consists of all

elements of order p and let C0 be the subgroup of C which consists of all elements

of order prime to p. Then C = C0® Cp. Let Dp = im(g) n Cp and D0 = im(g) n

C0; then im(g) = D0(B Dp. But since Cp is a Z^-space, then D splits, i.e. there is a

subgroup F of Cp, such that Cp = D © F. Finally we define the map T, in the

following manner: If x G C0 or F then F(x) = 0. If x G Dp and x = g(y), then

T(x) = t(y). It can be proved without difficulty that T is well defined and that

Tg=t.

Lemma 6. Let Z be an (r — Yy-connected space, such that H*(Z) is a free

Ap-module up to dimension s + 1 and max(s, 2) < 2r. (Note that Ap is the mod-p

Steenrod algebra.) Then the following things occur:

(i) If i < s, then ir,(Z) is finite and all the elements of its p-component have order p.

(ii) If i < s, then the dual of the mod-p Hurewicz homomorphism H'(Z) -» tr*(Z)

is onto.

(iii) Let xx, x2, x3, . . ., xm be a set of elements which is an Ap-basis of H*(Z) up

to dimension s. We assume that i < s. Then for every f E ir*(Z), there is at least one

z E H'(Z) which is a Zp-linear combination of x„ x2,.. ., xm, such that if a:

S'->Z, thenf([a]) = a*(zX[S']).

Proof. By the assumptions, there is a map Z-» product of ^(Z^'s which

induces an isomorphism in Z^-cohomology up to dimension s + 1. From this all

the rest follows without difficulty.

Lemma 7. Let X -» Z -» Z/X be a cofibration of simply-connected spaces such that

the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) The map H*(Z) -» H*(X) is onto in all dimensions and it is mono up to

dimension (r — 1).
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(b) The map tr+iZ, X) —»• tr^iZ/X, *) is an isomorphism up to dimension s where

s < 2r.

(c) The kernel of the map H*(Z) —» H*(X) is a free Ap-module up to dimension

s + 1. Let xx, x2, . . . , xm be an Ap-basis of this module.

Then, if f is an element of the kernel of the map tr*(Z) -» tr*(X) and i < s, then

there is a Zp-linear combination of xx, . .., xm, let it be z G H'(Z), such that if a:

Si^Zthenfda)) = a*(z)([Si]).

Proof. By assumption, if i < s then we have an exact sequence ir,(Ar) -» ^¡(Z) -»

■n¡(Z/X). Besides, H*(Z/X) = ker(77*(Z) -+ H*(X)) satisfies the assumptions of

the previous lemma, so by Lemma 5 we get an exact seqeunce -nf(Z/X) -» tr*(Z)

-> ir*(X). Then our lemma follows by applying Lemma 6(iii).

Let/7,: irn+k(A X Tyk) -> ir„+k(A) be the obvious projection. Then we have the

following

Lemma 8. The dual of the projection px*: tr*+k(A) -» ir*+k(A X Tyk) is a monomor-

phism.

Proof. Obvious, because p, is onto.

Let / be the obvious map /: A' -» A X Tyk. Then we have the following lemma:

Lemma 9. The map t* is onto in Zp-cohomology and its kernel is generated by all

the elements of the form

x A z ®y + (-l)degzdegV A z 0 I,

for all x, y G H*(Tyk) and z G H*(K). Furthermore, we have

(i) The map irn+k(A X Tyk, A')—* irn+kiiA X Tyk)/A', *) is an isomorphism if

i <2k- 2.

(ii) 77jí? kernel of the map t*: H*iA X T'y*) -» 77*(/l') is a free Ap-module up to

dimension 2k + 2(« — /). Further, let xx, x2, . . ., xm be a Zp-basis of H*iTyk). Then

the set of elements

x, A c ® Xj + (-l)degcdeg^x1.x/. A c ® 1

is an Ap-basis of this kernel, (c is the fundamental class of K.)

(iii) Let f be an element of the kernel of the map t*: ir*+kiA X Tyk) —» ir*+kiA')

and let i < min{(2/fc - 2), (/t + k - l)/2). 77tevt there is a y G [EJ such that, for

every a: S"+k -» A X Ty^, we have

fi[a]) = a*iiyUkAc)®l)i[S"+k])

iEk is the Euler class of yk and [Ek] is the ideal in H*iXk) generated by Ek).

Proof. It is easy to determine the image and the kernel of t* by applying the

Kiinneth formula. Besides part (i) comes from the fact that the couple iA X

Tyk, A') is (2A: + (« — /) — l)-connected and that A' is ik — l)-connected by

applying homotopy excision (see [3, p. 487, 6 Corollary]). Part (ii) comes from the

structure of ker(i*) described above. Part (iii) follows from Lemma 7 and the fact

that XjXj = a¡UkajUk = ± a¡ajUkUk= ± a¿ajEkUk, and that the element x¡ A c ®

Xj is decomposable in 77*(^4 X Ty^).
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Consider the natural map 2Ar~*Tyit -» TyN which comes from the Thomification

of the bundle map yk + eN~k -* yN. This map is onto in Zp-cohomology and its

kernel is (ker l*)^. This map induces in an obvious way the map 2N~kTyk A K

-* T^n A X, i.e. ~2N~kA -» B, which is also onto in Z^-cohomology and its kernel is

(ker l^t/jv A H*(K). But this kernel is a free Ap-modale up to dimension 2(« — /')

+ k + I + N and there is an Ap-basis formed by elements of the form xUN A c, x

runs over a basis of ker lk. From the remarks above, the following lemma follows

easily.

Lemma 10. Let f be an element of the kernel of the map ttJi+n(B) -» v£+H(2N~kA).

Then there is an element z E (ker lk)', so that for every a: SN+n -» B we have

i([fl]) = a'KAc)([S"+»]).

And now with all this preparation, Theorem 2 follows without difficulty.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let us consider the following diagram

<+k(A X Tyk)      '-X      v*+k(A')

<+k(A)

it+jpr-'A)
/2Î

H'(XN)     i v$+n(B) ï     K+ÂB')

Let x be an element of I^k; then (by Lemma 3) /32/2g(x) = 0. But obviously

j3 = t*j>*, so t*[p*~2.j2g(x)] = 0. But (by Lemma 9(iii), and the definition of g)

there is an element^ G [ek]' so that/>f2/2g(x — y) = 0. But (by Lemmas 4 and 3)

this implies that/2g(x - y) = 0. But (by Lemma 10) this means that there is an

element z of (ker 1^)' such that g(x — y — z) = 0. But Lemma 3 implies that

(x — y — z) E I'n. That ends the proof.
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